
UK	&	Europe	university	experience	tour	2014	

 

Basic premise 
Years 10-12 will be offered the chance to attend a fast-paced tour of European and UK universities, taking in every different kind of 

course and campus and grade of university, at the end of the summer term; this corrects the historic weakness our students have in 

choosing universities versus those at school in the UK, ie that they have little or no experience of visiting universities to enable them 

to judge. This event will only be available once every 2-3 years so if you miss it now, you may not get another chance. A minimum of 

10 participants is required for the trip to run, and places will be limited by transport and accommodation options; see details at 

bottom of how to reply and book one of the places. 

 

Dates and itinerary 
The trip will occur on the final week of the summer term (the last week of June.) Year 10s who attend will be missing normal lessons 

(arguably the last week of the summer term is not the most intense week to be missing); year 11s will be on study leave (they can fly 

separately and join us late or return early if needed for specific exams); year 12 will not be missing anything, as this time is devoted 

specifically to university preparation. 

 

The itinerary will be very fast-paced, based on a daily model of: 

• get up, breakfast, pack and go to the university in the town being stayed in 

• see the university then have lunch 

• brief period of sightseeing in the afternoon if relevant 

• travel direct to next university town 

• evening meal followed by reflective discussion about the day’s visit 

• repeat the above the next day in the new town 

 

The intended itinerary of university locations and types (subject to significant change dependent on cost and viability): 

• a German university in the Rhine valley, to look at international courses taught in English 

• a Dutch university, which teaches eg Business courses taught in English 

• a UK campus university in south-eastern UK (eg Kent), to experience campus settings removed from town 

• 1-2 traditional urban universities in London (eg Imperial / UCL / SOAS / Central St. Martin’s) 

• a traditional collegiate university (eg Oxford) 

• an established large redbrick university outside of London (eg Birmingham) 

 

At the completion of the tour students can disperse by rail or be picked up if going to a UK venue, or will be escorted to LHR for 

flights back to the UAE or other summer destinations. (Individual arrangements will be confirmed in good time before the trip.) 

 

Prices and schedule 
The itinerary is not yet priced but we are seeking competitive quotes at the lowest prices from three different providers. Transport 

will be by private minibus; accommodation is hostels or cheap hotels; a handful of cultural experiences will be included and 

budgeted-for; meals will also be budgeted-for in the costing, so students need only bring spending money for snacks or personal on 

top; flights will be the cheapest direct route at a reasonable hour. We do not yet know these costs but are rushing the companies to 

provide this information. 

 

IMPORTANT: if you are at all interested, DO NOT book flights home yet for your son / 

daughter, or ensure if you have booked that they are cancellable within the next few weeks.  



 

Is there flexibility in the programme, in terms of transport arrangements and dates? 
Yes. We recognise that a handful of people will have to make different arrangements (possibly because of exams or prior ticket 

bookings etc) and so it is acceptable to arrive late or leave early from the trip itinerary. However we cannot drive round picking 

people up from airports so if you intend for you son/ daughter to use this flexibility, please be aware they will need to reach / leave 

us at the point we are on our schedule (by using public transport etc) and we are responsible for them only while they are with us. 

 

If you are flying differently timewise we will remove the flight-booking cost from your bill and accommodation you won’t need. As 

you would imagine you will still need to pay an equal share of the transport and administration costs for the whole trip as these 

cannot be adjusted on a day-by-day basis. Since the itinerary is not yet fixed, I repeat the warning NOT to book any flight you have 

not already booked and paid for: if you have no major need for flexibility I strongly encourage you to book the whole trip as one. 

 

Why are we including non-UK universities? 
Firstly, although we’re a British school, you’d be surprised how many students at DBS have a continental passport, and / or are 

considering studying in a mainland university in another language they speak. But more importantly, the dramatic rise in UK 

university fees has made looking seriously at non-UK universities something most British students should now do. 

 

If you are considering a course taught in English at a non-UK university (usually international courses with a basis in either Business / 

Management / IT / Finance, or International Relations etc) then you can probably get a degree from a non-UK university which 

• is higher on the international tables than equivalent British universities you’d get into 

• often have less demanding grade entry criteria (because, like US unis, they often consider broader CV achievements more 

important than the narrow academic grade focus of UK universities – this favours DBS students with their broad activities) 

• costs around a third of the cost of a UK degree (maybe £25k debt rather than £80k+ at completion, inc housing & interest) 

• gain a broader cultural and educational experience in the process 

 

If you wonder why UK universities cost so much and are struggling to hire good lecturers versus non-UK institutions, you might want 

to read this: http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/mar/03/new-breed-fat-cats-university-boss-vice-chancellors  

 

Alternative if remaining at DBS 
Year 12 students who do not wish to attend will be able to spend the week in school preparing for university by researching possible 

courses and destinations and writing personal statements. Unlike last year there will be no, or a very limited, programme of guest 

speakers, as the organizational time this requires will instead be required to organise this trip; there will be a small number of staff 

available to support this process, however careers / counselling experts will be on the trip rather than remaining at DBS. 

 

How to express an interest right now 
Firstly – don’t delay. If you have a POSSIBLE interest, follow the below procedure – you’re not immediately committing yourself to 

anything. You will be contacted about the commitment and first payment date later. However, if you delay and wait to see (who else 

is going, whether you want to do it etc) then it is possible that places will have gone before you can express an interest. 

 

To register an interest in allowing your son / daughter to attend, please email mdrennan@dubaibritishschool.ae ASAP, stating 

• which year they are in 

• if in year 11, whether their exam timetable enables them to attend the whole trip (21
st

 – 28
th

 June) or whether they would 

need to come for just part of it (if you don’t know yet, that’s fine – still don’t delay in expressing an interest) 

• any comments you have about which part of the trip is most valuable or important to you / your son or daughter 

 

I look forward to hearing from you! 


